This workshop will discuss the real solutions for today’s data center. Huawei provides a portfolio of cost-effective, efficient, and flexible cloud data center solutions. These powerful solutions are built upon proven core technologies with an open architecture that integrates software products and high-performance hardware.

In addition, attendees will learn about the trend of UPS solutions, the advantages of Huawei UPS as compared to traditional UPS, and some of the successful cases that had implemented in the region to provide the highest performance for a variety of business services. It also address some key factors like costs, security, reliability, scalability, efficiency of deployment, Operations and Maintenance (O&M) when selecting a data center solution to handle business needs.

**Key speakers:** Mr. Li Guoqiang & Mr. Qiao Yuekun, - Huawei

---

**Seats are first come first serve. (Dinner will be provided)**

*Please RSVP by 19 January 2015 (Monday)*

Any enquires please email to

[ james@narada-ap.com](mailto:james@narada-ap.com) or [ joyce@narada-ap.com](mailto:joyce@narada-ap.com)
Location:

- Entrance to Tower Fifteen Carpark (via Hoe Chiang Rd)
- Entrance to Tower Fifteen Carpark (via Lim Teck Kim Rd)